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defences. Burial 5004 (McWhite et al. 1982, fiche 5/5 004) in
fact was discovered in the digging-or-Il cable trench in nearby
Church Street. Precise dating evidence was not obtained for
ei thee burial.

The Pottery

by

Janet Keely

The pottery f l Iua t r e t ed from the Bingham Hall site (fig. 125)
does not inclUde IIny material of stratigraphic importance aB
there were few draw<'lble s be r ds from construction levels. Each
sherd had been marked with a site lind number code and these
are listed together with the corresponding context code.

I. C 2 a-II. ponibly floor make-up (CB/58!106l. Fabric 122.
Buff micaceous ware with black burnished surfaces. Dating
unce r ted n ,

2. B 3 2, (1), above destruction layer 4 ICa/S8/)5). Fabric
91. Brown painted decoration on flange.

Mrs. Ie flartley writes: The rim profile is very unusual and
re either a variant of a small hammer-head form or the potter
has used a segmental bowl rim profile and added trituration.
Such bowls were made throughout most, if not all the
production period in the same fabric as the mortaria and the
profiles can be similar. This one cannot be dated closely but
it can be attributed with reasonllble certainty to the third or
fourth centuries.

3. B 7 6, surface of yllrd make-up (CB/S8/67). Fabric 74.
fland-mllde. Handle at flange.

4. Probably C (CB/S8/+). Fabric 149. Green lead glaze
applied to the interior masking trituration grits.

Mrs. K. Hartley writes: The bead has been brOken and turned
out over the flange to form the spout. This is only the third
lead-glazed mortarium to be recorded in Britain, the othere
being from Richborough lunpublished) and Caistor-by-Yarmouth
(Arthur &- Williams 1978, 394-5 and 1981, 481-510). They arc
ccrascn only in the Danubian provinces of Pannonia, Raetia and
Noricum and north-east Italy. The ne jor production was
probably in Pannonia though kilns arc known elsewhere
including north-east Itllly. These ncr earre are late product8,
almost certainly not made before the third century and much
more common in the fourth century; production continued in
the fifth and sixth centuries. The likelihood is that the
Bingham Hall mortarium is of fourth century date.

S. B 3 12R, bottom of stokehole (CB/S8/110). Fabric 88.
Bead-turned spout. Second or third century.

6. a I, bottom of brick flue ICa/Sa/73). Fabric 83. Beaker
as Young type C27; white painted decoration.

7. B 2 3, upper filling of hypocaust channel lCa/Sa/S2).
Fabric 74. with obtuse lattice decoration. Fabric is grey
rather than black which is chllrllcteristic of many
typologically late B.B.1 vessels from CircnccsteT.

a. C 5, rubbish layer lCB/58/92). Fabric? 138.
Grog-tempered fabric; overfired wi th er eckenee exterior
surfaces.

ASHCROFT HOUSE 1964 - BUILDING XX,2

Excavations directed by John Wacher, report edited by Janet Keely

INTRODUCTION

In 1964 rescue excavations in advance of building work were conducted by Mr John Wacher in
the gardens of Ashcroft House, Lewis Lane, on behalf of the Cirencester Excavation Committee
with funds granted by the Ministry of Public Building and Works (fig. 126). Work on the site
was supervised by Elizabeth Dowman and the site coded BE. Two trenches were opened and the
topsoil removed by machine. Trench I in the southern part of the site was later divided into
trenches VIll to XI (Area 1 below), while trench II to the north was split into trenches III to VI
(Area 2 below) (fig. 127). Trench VII was a small test hole unrelated to the other areas. In the
limited time available complete excavation of the structures found was not possible.

AREA 1

In the first trench opened the area uncovered was found to be criss-crossed by a series of robber
trenches and pits. The robbed-out walls appeared to represent rooms and one or two corridors
inside a building of unknown dimensions. Sections crossed all rooms and extended beyond the
building into what is assumed to be a yard area to the east.

The entire site seems to have been covered in gravel prior to construction work as this was
found above natural in all areas. All wall construction trenches had been obliterated by
subsequent robbing, but it seems likely that they were cut into natural. A mortar floor with stone
rubble base was seen in the northern rooms of trenches VIll and IX and the southern room of
trench IX had a cobbled floor with a similar stone base. These floors were replaced at least once
by similar materials although the sequence in the northern room in IX was truncated by later
disturbance. The narrow room, trench X, had been rcfloored more often, the earliest gravel floor
being replaced by one of mortar, then concrete to be followed by gravel again and finally
cobbles. This was probably due to heavy wear caused by more frequent use which strongly
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126. Area excavated with post-1964 housing development superimposed

suggests that this room was a corridor. A gravel and cement surface in trench XI was interpreted
as a 'courtyard surface' and although there was only limited excavation in this heavily disturbed
area it shows that there had been at least one possible repair.

Dating evidence for the features uncovered in trenches VIII to XI was scarce and there was
little datable pottery from useful contexts. There was no pottery from trench VIII; the latest floor
in the southern room of trench IX contained pottery dating to after A.D. 270 and the same was
true of the latest cobbled surface in Trench X. These included sherds from a flanged bowl and a
cavetto jar in a fabric which falls within the definition of B. B. 2 (Rigby 1982b, fiche 1/5 008,
Fabric 101). The vessels belong typologically to the late third to fourth century and may have
come from Colchester where it is known that production of B.B.2 continued up to the

I
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127. Trenches excavated within garden of Ashcroft House

mid-fourth century (Williams 1977, 213). The small amount of pottery recovered from the first
area examined consisted mostly of residual types with a few pieces of fourth century material, a
few Medieval sherds and one possible Saxon vessel (fig. 142).

AREA 2

The second area opened, about thirty metres north-west of the first, revealed a range of rooms
with a corridor running along the south-west side (see plan, fig. 127). They formed part of a
structure of unknown dimensions which continued under the garden wall to the north-west and
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could not be fully examined. It was not possible to say whether these remains formed part of the
same building revealed in the first trench or were part of another.

Although the first room uncovered was almost square, measuring 9.75m by 9.14m with a
mosaic floor (Mosaic 1) it was found to have succeeded an earlier arrangement of a smaller room,
approximately 6. 7m X 9.14m, with a corridor on its south-west side. This corridor had a mosaic
floor 2.44m wide, of a simple geometric design (mosaic 3, sec page 209). Since excavation did not
go beyond this it is not possible to say whether the mosaic was the only floor level in the corridor
or to relate it to the construction of the walls, all of which had been robbed.

At a later stage the wall dividing the corridor from the main room was breached. Also an
unrobbed section of the south-east wall of this room appears to have been rebuilt and extended
westwards across the former corridor. A robber-trench truncating the corridor at the north-west
end suggested a similar extension of the opposite wall. A short length of wall was also uncovered
butted onto the south-cast extension wall and at right angles to it. It was not aligned with the
former internal corridor wall and must indicate the construction of another new room to the
south-east. All of these alterations were almost certainly part of the same phase since a make-up
layer of large stones was laid down across the entire width of the new room which was almost
square. Some of the pieces of limestone in this layer were worked and faced and it has been
suggested that they were re-used from the demolished corridor wall. This stone layer, topped by
a layer of mortar, formed the base for a hard white concrete floor. In the final phase this was
covered by a large mosaic of elaborate geometric design (Mosaic 1, page 209) which is thought to
have been the one recorded by Haverfield in his gazetteer of Roman finds in Cirenccster
(Haverfield 1917, 176, 21). The mosaics are described in more detail below.

The second trench was extended northward to the garden wall revealing another room. This
room was of the same width as the original room to its south-west and it had not been widened
since its mosaic floor (mosaic 2, p. 218) was confined within its original walls and the footings of
the walls with the corridor were intact. The robber trench of the north-east/south-west wall with
the adjoining room cut across these footings suggesting that the corridor was still in existence at
this point when the room wall was extended out across the corridor. As excavation did not take
place beneath the mosaic floor in this second room its relationship with that in the larger room is
uncertain and the preceding sequence is also unknown. Almost half of the mosaic was exposed
and it was also of complex geometric design. It was hoped to continue excavation on the other
side of the garden wall to expose the whole floor, but permission was not granted to do this and
presumably the mosaic lies where it was found. This and the other mosaics together with
quantities of painted wall plaster and sections of moulded mortar floor edging suggest a
well-appointed and wealthy establishment.

The 0I1ly useful dating evidence provided by the pottery was a B. B.l flanged bowl sherd from
a layer overlying the corridor mosaic and pre-dating the concrete floor covering the large room
and the former corridor. It gives a terminus post quem for the room widening of c. A. D.250. The
relatively small amount of pottery from this area contained mostly late third to fourth century
types including B. B.l, Oxford colour-coat wares and some imitation black-burnished wares.
The residual pottery consisted mostly of B. B.l types. A small amount of late shell-tempered
ware (post-c. A. D. 350) was recovered, though none was stratified. The small proportion of
medieval material was confined to robber trenches and layer one. However, the lack of any grey
wares in the pottery from Area 2 suggests selective retrieval methods since they are common in
layers of this date.

Few coins were stratified; a coin of Constantinopolis giving a date after A.D.330 was found in
a remnant of mosaic base below mosaic 1 in trench II (layer 8) and a coin of Honorius occurred in
the overlying rubble layer where the mosaic was missing.



THE MOSAICS

by

Dr D.]. Smith

This site, in the garden of Ashcroft House, yielded remains of three mosaics: see above, p. 205. I

Two were thought 'to belong to an extensive and wealthy house of the fourth century,.-2 These
are mosaics 1 and 2 below. Mosaic 3 lay under the western third of mosaic 1 and had belonged to
an earlier but undated phase of the house.' It will therefore be logical to describe and comment
first on mosaic 3.

MOSAIC 3 (Figs. 127-129)

This mosaic appears to have run centrally between borders of red (tile) tessellation from end to
end of a north-south corridor measuring 30ft. (9.14 m) X 8 ft. 3 in. (2.51 m). It consisted of a
pattern of octagons, four to its width. These were white, with a small central poised cross of five
bluish black tesserae, and separated from each other and from the sides of the pattern by two
rows of bluish black tesserae. As the tesserae had been laid simply in rows across the mosaic the
diagonally opposite sides of the octagons were stepped, so forming stepped triangles along the
sides of the pattern and poised squares with a serrated profile between the octagons. Except for a
central square of four red tesserae in the serrated squares the latter and the stepped triangles were
of bluish black tesserae.

The tesserae were approximately cubes of half inch (c. 1.25 ern) while those of the red borders
were approximately cubes of 1 in. (c. 3.75 cm), but all were irregularly shaped (fig. 129).

Commentary

This mosaic is without parallel in Britain. Its character and technique alike preclude a date in the
first or second century. On the same grounds it certainly is not attributable to either of the two
postulated Corinian schools which appear to have been active successively in the first half of the
fourth century, or to the 'Durno-Corinian' phase of the postulated Durnovarian School which
appears to be datable to the third quarter of the century and possibly later (see above, p. 88). It
must, however, antedate mosaic 1, and, although a date in the fourth century cannot be ruled
out, ascription to the third has much more to commend it.'

MOSAIC 1 (Fig 127, 130-5)

When the building was remodelled the wall dividing the corridor with mosaic 3 from the room
east of the corridor was removed to create a new and larger room measuring 30ft. (9.14 m) from
north to south by 32ft. (9.75m): see above, p. 207. This first had a concrete floor which covered
mosaic 3, but later was paved with a geometric mosaic (fig. 128). The mosaic measured 24 ft.
(7.31 m) from north to south by 26 ft. (7.92 m) and was surrounded by a plain border of brown
tesserae.

I The writer did not sec these mosaics iff situ and is indebted to Mr. McWhirr and to Mrs. L. Viner for the
photographs, colour slides. and other data on which this report is based, and to Mr. McWhirr and Prof. J.S.
Wacher for checking statements of fact relating to the mosaics.

2 ).S. Wacher. 'Cirencestcr 1964: fifth interim report', Allt. J. XLV (1965), 102-4, Fig. 4, PI. XXXIII, a, b.
J Four fragments of Mosaic 1 arc now in Birmingham City Museum and another is in Bristol City Museum. Mosaic

2 was reburied. A fragment of Mosaic 3 is in The Corinium Museum.
4 Cf. D.]. Smith, 'Romano-British mosaics in the third century', Ch. to, 159--65 in A. King and M. Honig (cds.),

The Roman West in the Third Century (1981); ld. R. Parioli Campanati (ed.), If Mosaico Antico (Ravenna, 1984;
hereafter Smith 1984), pp. 365-{;.
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130. Mosaic I [The Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England)

Briefly. the design of this mosaic comprised a salt ire in a square panel sur rounded first by a
pattern of intersecting circles. then on three sides by a narrow panel and on the fourth by tw o
narrow panels of other patterns (fig. 130). It was well executed in tesscrac averaging a little under
0.5 in. (c. I ern) square on the sur face. In addition to the white of the background the colours
employed were red. blue/gre y. brown/yellow.

T he panel containing the saltirc measured 12 ft. 6 in. (3.81 m) sq. both were formed of simp le
guilloche, interbraidcd at the j unctions. Inscribed at the centre of the saltire was a circle of
three-strand guilloche and in this was a linear circle enclosing four peltac, points inwa rd, each
slightly tilted to raise the left end abo ve the right end of the pclta to its left (fig. 131). Each had a
red centre sur rounded by wh ite and blue outline. From the raised left end of each a line curved
clockwise to a knot in the centre of the circle. From the right end sprang an everted spiral and a
wavy line, the latter extend ing below the pclta to the right. Above each of the concave inner
curves of the peltac, in the space between these and the central knot. floated a small leaf with its
point to the right. The result ing pattern gives a sense of unusual informality and liveliness.

The arms of the saltire were linearly divided into three compartments, tw o of which formed a
pair of contiguous lozenges in the end of each arm , and the decoration of these compartmellls
was the same in each arm. Each lozenge enclosed a linear lozenge containing a knot sprouting
leaf-shaped excre scences towards its acute angles (fig. 132). The third compartment contained
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1J 1. Mus,lie 1
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133. Mosaic 1

134. Mosaic 1
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137. Mosaic 2

138. Mosaic 2
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within a linear frame a squat cantharus with diminutive handles copied from a scvphus. The tops
of the canthari were curved concentrically with the central roundel and from each handle a leaf
dangled on its stem. The lateral triangle between the arms of the saltire were also identically
decorated, each containing half of a geometric flower within a triangular linear frame.

The square saltire-panel was itselfenclosed by a linear frame surrounding which was a pattern,
2ft. (0.61 m) wide, of intersecting circles. These were formed of three rows of red tesserae and,
with one exception (fig. 133) the ellipses resulting from the intersections had a small white
elliptical centre.

On the east side this pattern was bounded by three parallel blue/grey lines, each two tesserae
wide, and then came a narrow panel, 16 ft. 6 in. X 1 ft. 3 in. (5.03 X O. 38 m), of pairs ofpeltae
tangent on their convex sides, the pairs alternately at 90°. The peltae had a white centre enclosed
by an outline two tesserae wide, of two colours, the inner red and the outer blue, and had a
crossed mid-point (fig. 134).

The east side and north and south ends of the panel of peltae were bounded by lines five
tesserae wide which formed part oflinear frames enclosing four more narrow panels surrounding
the mosaic. One, containing a panel of blue/grey swastika-meander with double returns
surrounded by simple guilloche and 3 ft. (0.91 m) wide, ran the whole length of the east side of
the mosaic. Abutting against this on the north and south sides was a panel of the same width
containing a chessboard pattern in blue/grey and white surrounded by simple guilloche; and
abutting against these on the west side was a panel 2 ft. 9 in. (0.84 m) wide containing a band of
meander surrounded by simple guilloche in which the meander would have been a swastika
meander with double returns but lacked the necessary central bar to form the cross of the
swastikas (fig. 135).

Commmtary

S:rveral features of this interesting mosaic call for comment. One is the overall design, in which
the panels of peltae and the other four surrounding panels are so unlike the normal border,
consisting of a single continuous pattern, as to give the impression of having been added as
afterthoughts. The 'swastika-meander' of that on the west side is unparalleled in Britain and
perhaps unique. Another noteworthy feature is the saltire-design of the central panel. In
Cirencester this at first glance suggests a mosaic attributable to the Corinian Saltire School,
which appears most probably to have been active in the second quarter of the fourth century (see
above, p. 85). One of the typical features of such a mosaic, however, is four peltae with points
developed into spirals'' in the positions occupied in this mosaic by the canthari; and the type of
half-flower in the lateral triangles here is unparalleled in any mosaic attributable to the Saltire
School, while the knots with excrescent leaves are not peculiar to that school's repertory. On the
other hand, the central arrangement of tilted peltae about a knot has a stylized parallel at North
Leigh (Oxon.) in the central motif of the small saltire-design in a recess in room 1, where the
larger and undoubtedly contemporary mosaic is a typical product of the Saltire School. 6 This
stylized motif is paralleled in only two other mosaics, respectively of Frocester Court (Glos.)7
and Llantwit Major (S. Glam.; formerly Glam.). 8 Neither of these is a saltire-deign, though
lozenges in the latter bear motifs characteristic of mosaics of the Saltire School, but the dating of
both is relevant in the present context. On external evidence that of Frocester Court has been
dated to post-c.340 and that ofLlantwit Major to c.340-350. The rarity of the pattern ofknot and
peltae suggests that its currency may have been short-lived, and the liveliness of the version in
Cirencester that tills must antedate the others.

s Smith 1984, pp. 368-9, PIs. 2, 3, 8, 9.
6 H. Hakewill, Atl Aceolltlt oJthe Roman Villa . . . at Northleigh (1826), PI. 2, Fig. 1: reprod. in Ant.)' XLIX (1969).

PI. XL, and in Smith 1984, p. 368. PI. 2.
7 H. S. Gracie, 'Procestcr Court Roman Villa', TBGAS LXXXIX (1970), 1~6.
B Coloured scale drawing by G.£. Fox, Fox Coll. (box 2, no. 56), Soc. Ants. London. Colrd. lithog., drawn and

published by John John, Sept. 1888, in the Haverfield Coli., Ashmolean Library, Oxford. A.H.A. Hogg, 'The
Llantwit Major villa: a reconsideration of the evidence', Britannia V (1974), 225-50, Fig. 5.
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There are, therefore, grounds for thinking that mosaic 1 may be a relatively early product of
the Corinian Saltire School, the canthari so ill-suited to the shape of their compartments being
replaced in later saltire designs by peltae with canthari-likc feet and points developed into spirals
and the half-flowers in the lateral triangles by other motifs which arc more characteristic of this
school's repertory.

MOSAIC 2 (Figs. 127, 136-139)

This mosaic paved the room to the north of that with mosaic 1 (sec above, p. 208). Unfortunately
only the south part of the room and of the mosaic could be excavated, though this was sufficient
to show that from west to cast the room measured c. 21 ft. (6.40 m).

The mosaic was surrounded by a border of tesserae mostly not more than c. 1 in. (2.5 cm)
square on the surface. This comprised first a band of six rows of purple, then one of seven rows
of white, then one of nine rows bearing a pattern of outward pointing stepped triangles in
blue/grey contiguous with inward pointing stepped triangles in white, with the basal rows
continuous, and a serrated fillet in blue bisecting the angles (fig. 137). Then came a blue/grey
band ten rows wide on the south side but eleven on the west (the number on the cast side cannot
be counted in the general view of the mosaic (fig. 136) and there is no photograph of this side).
The general view shows another band of white and another of blue on the south side, of eleven
and twelve rows respectively, and then part of another of white, but it is not clear whether these
also surrounded the mosaic or simply ran across the pavement (fig. 136). It will be noticed that
the intention appears to have been to increase the widths of the bands successively by one row.

The mosaic itself was executed in tesserae averaging slightly less that 0.75 in. (c. 1.75 cm)
square on the surface, regularly shaped and laid, with minimal interstices. Its colours, in addition
to the white of the background, were blue/grey, brown, purple, red, and yellow. Its decorative
motifs were disposed in panels of several shapes formed by a framework of purple lines two
tesserae wide. This was surrounded by four rows of white tesscrae of the same size to separate it
from the surrounding band oflarger purple tesserae. On the west side, from north to south, the
visible decoration was as follows (fig. 136): part of a panel formed of three' sides of an octagon
and a longer side apparently containing a simple scroll; a lozenge-shaped panel containing a solid
lozenge of blue/grey surrounded by red and outlined in brown; a square panel, in the south-west
corner, containing a purple square bearing a knot. On the south side, from west to cast: first the
square panel already mentioned; then a panel in the form of five sides of an octagon and a longer
side containing in a purple linear frame of the same shape and two tesserae wide a scroll
incorporating four leaves and a flower ('calix'), two of the leaves being trilobate and one of these
inverted (fig. 136); then an oblong panel containing in a purple linear frame of the same shape and
two tesserae wide a simpler scroll incorporating three leaves alternately pointing in opposite
directions; then a lozenge like that already described; then a panel in the form of three sides of an
octagon and a longer side, damaged but apparently containing a short band of contiguous and
alternately inverted lotuses; then another lozenge like the first described; and then, in the
south-cast corner, a square compartment containing a poised crossed floret of four tassels in a
square purple linear frame two tesserae wide (fig. 139). Along the cast side, from south to north:
the square panel in south-cast corner already described; then most of a panel in the form of five
sides of an octagon and a longer side containing a U-shaped band of zigzag pattern, with an
edging of one row of purple tesserae on either side, in purple, blue/grey, red, and brown, within
which was a closed U-shaped compartment with a purple linear frame two tesserae wide
enclosing half of a geometric flower. The flower was executed in red and yellow, the colours
counterchanged, with purple-tipped petals outlined in blue-grey.

The rest of the exposed part of the design showed two larger oblong panels containing a purple
oblong bearing a band of four-strand guilloche, another lozenge, and an octagonal panel
containing a geometric flower surrounded by an octagonal band, outlined on both sides with a
double row of purple rcsscrac, of contiguous and alternately inverted lotuses (fig. 140). The
centre of the flower was destroyed but its petals were alternately red and purple and outlined in
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purple and the lotuses also were partly coloured alternately in red and purple and outlined in
purple.

From the exposed part of the design it could be inferred that the sequence of panels along each
side was the reverse of that on the opposite side, and that the design could therefore be square
with a central square panel. This is quite probable. It is also possible, however, that the design
could be oblong with square panels regularly spaced on the long axis. The possibilities can readily
be seen in the larger but otherwise similar design of the mosaic of the Parsonage Field,
Watermoor Road, Cirencester." to which further reference will be made.

Commentary

Four of the motifs in this interesting mosaic are noteworthy for their rarity in Britain. Indeed,
one, the floret of four tassels, is hitherto unique in Britain, though found in slightly varying
forms in pavements ranging from c. 265 to 350-400 in Trier,1O and common in late Roman
mosaics in the Mediterranean provinces. Of the others, the panel in the form of three sides of an
octagon containing a (?) lotus scroll is paralleled in the mosaic of Nennig, near Trier, which has
been assigned to c. 230-240; 11 but the scroll itself, although widely found in variant forms
abroad, has no instructive parallel in Britain. The same can be said of the lotus scroll which forms
an octagonal band in this mosaic. Finally, it may be observed that the band ofzigzag pattern also
appears exotic.

The linear framework of the design itself has only four parallels, all in Britain and all square,
though with differences in size and in the number of panels. One is that of a mosaic ofWoolstone
(Berks.), extremely fragmentary and undated, the only records of which suggest that even its
decorative motifs were executed predominantly in line and that the workmanship was relatively
poor. IZ It is at least interesting, however, to note that an oblong panel here contained a band of
contiguous and alternately inverted lotuses. The second parallel is afforded by the mosaic found
in 1914 on the site of the 'Bon Marche' store in Gloucester. 13 This, which was thought to date
from the fourth century, has solid squares bearing knots and squares of guilloche but otherwise
the decorative motifs are largely linear. The third is the design of the fragmentary but clearly
more elaborate mosaic ofLlantwit Major (5. Glam.; formerly Glam.) which has been dated to c.
340-350. This also incorporated squares of guilloche; but, of much greater interest in the present
context, another motif was a stylized version of the four tilted peltae surrounding a knot (see
above, mosaic 1); while others were a diamond between two hearts in a lozenge and lozenges
bearing a lattice pattern of smaller lozenges which were bisected longitudinally (and
particoloured with the colours counterchangedzj.l" These, and also the squares of guilloche, are
motifs characteristic of the repertory of the Corinian Saltire School (see above, p. 85). The
fourth parallel is that of the design of the mosaic of the Parsonage Field, Watermoor Road,
Cirencester, already mentioned, which has been dated to post-388. The decoration of this was the
most varied and incorporated representations of three canthari (not comparable with that in the
mosaic of Gloucester), bands of 'cornice pattern' of two types, sixteen-petalled flowers, and two
bands of leaf scroll with two trilobate leaves recalling those of the mosaic under discussion.
Interestingly, purple sandstone tesscrae were also employed in the mosaic of the Parsonage Field,
but only in the surrounding pattern of simple meander which is not characteristic of Romano
British mosaics.

It is difficult to draw any satisfactory conclusions from these comparisons. The decorative
repertory is not sufficiently uniform to suggest the work of a single officina or school, and in

9 D.M. Rennie, 'Excavations in the Parsonage Field, Circnccstcr, 1958', TBCAS XC (1971), 64-94.
10 K. Parlasca. Die Romisdten Mosaiken in Deutschland (1959). p. 35, PI. 35, 5, p. 46, PI. 48. 3, pp. 63--4, PI. 60.
I] ibid., pp. 35-38. 47, Pis. 36, 48.
12 Tracings dated May 17th 1882 (erroneously for 1884) and May 17th 1884 and photograph dated 1887 in the

Haverfield ColI., Ashmolean Library, Oxford.
13 TBGAS LVI (1935), 72-81. In Gloucester City Museum.
14 Sec note 8.
ts Identifiable in fox's drawing: see note 8. Cf. Britannia V (1974), Fig. 4.
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Britain that of the mosaic under discussion is partially unparalleled. It is interesting that two
instances of the design which is common to all these mosaics have been found in Cirencester but,
notwithstanding the scrolls with trilobate leaves and the use of purple resserae in both, even these
are generally dissimilar in repertory. Moreover, in design and craftsmanship the mosaic under
discussion appears to have been sufficiently superior to that of the Parsonage Field to indicate an
appreciably earlier date in the fourth century. Yet, at the same time, its repertory precludes
attribution to any of the postulated schools apparently active or influential in fourth-century
Corinium (see above, 1'.84). Certainly it has nothing in common with that of mosaic 1 in the
adjoining room, and on stylistic grounds alone it is quite impossible to suggest its chronological
relationship to that mosaic: they are not necessarily contemporary. For the present, therefore, a
closer dating and the possible attibution of mosaic 2 remain to be established.

THE TESSERAE OF THE MOSAICS

Particulars of the tesserae of the mosaics which are the subject of this report seem not to be
available. Sizes have therefore been calculated as closely as possible from scales in the
photographs and colour slides sent to the writer. The colours given are based on the slides and on
the knowledge of the tesserae normally employed in Romano-British mosaics. The materials of
the tesserae were presumably as follows:- oolitic limestone (white), lias limestone (blue/grey),
tile (red and bluish black), Old Red Sandstone (purple), other sandstones (brown, yellow). Apart
from the Old Red Sandstone, which probably came from the Forest of Dean, all these materials
are obtainable relatively locally.

THE FINDS AND POTTERY CATALOGUE

The Coins

Coins ace listed in chronological order within context
sequence. All Ldent.Lf Lca t dcn s have been supplied by g Lche rd
Reece.

Context
BETT

BE: I 6

BE I 7

BE II 1

BE: II 7

BE II 8

BE rv I
BE VI 12
BE VI 13
BE X 11

Identification
Septimiull sevor cs , A.D. 193-211, RIC 191
Constllntiull 11, A.D. 323-61. Ht: 57
Constantius II, as CK 72
Urbs Homll, as H~ 51
Magnentius. A.D. 350-3. as CR 49
vc rc s i en , A.D. 251-3. RIC 182
Barbarous Radiate. rev. from Invictus
Julia MaeslI, 1\.0. 223, RIC (ElagabulusJ 276 plated
Vlllentinilln 1 ..... D. 364-75, as CK 275
Magnus Mllximus, A.D. 38)-66. as CK 156
ArcBoius, CK 569 (2 coins)
Arcadius, A.D. 393-402, CI': 1107
Honorius,A.D. 395-423, C!( 1111
Hcuae of Theodosius, as C!( 162
Constantine II, A.D. 317-40, HK 399
Theodosius. A.D. 379-95, as CI': 797
Honorius, CK 1111
House of rnececerue , all CI': 162 (2 coins)
Constantinopolia, copy all HI': 52
ccneeene rue II, A.D. 375-92, copy as CP; 253
Valentinian II, e s CK 162
verons , A.D. 364-79, CK 490
Arcadius, A.D. 383-409, all ex 798
Antoninus Pius, A.D. 139-61. rev. ille9.

Objects of Copper Alloy

down to the south coast. The eere developed (arm hall
mouldinga IMsking the junction of the wingl with the hOl<l'
(e.g. lIobley 1973, 66, fig. 19,7) /HId sprellds rur mer
IIfield to the north aod east. It is the l e t t e r which
helps to provide a dllte for tht" pre acne eXllI'nple: one
from The Lunt, Bll.gioton, Works., Will lost before £.:.. A.D.
70 (Hobley 197), 13). Another from Bllgcndon WI'IS dllted
c. A.D. 50-60 lClifford 1961, 173, fig. 31,51. rneee two
should deeloTlstrate thnt the later variety hlld come Lnt.o
being by c. 60 lind the oar t r er ver e rcn , of which t he
Cirencesterbrooch ill lin example, may have cellaed to be
made by c. 1\.0. 55/60, Ill'though individual s(lecilTlllnl m",y
have contI'iiued .i n use for sam.., yee r e after that, IH: JJ
t •

2. Fig. 141. rveeeer e . The arms of the rveeaer e are
undecorated. The upper section hili been twillted Ipirally
_ possibly to increase nnd aid the effectivenels of the
tweeters. BE I 13.

3. Fig. 141. Fragment of brscelet, of circular cr cea-nec tf cn
with incised decoration covering the circumference, m; 1
2.

4. Head of needle, the suggestion of the recUnqulnr eye
survives in the rr eeeenes head. For a ccepereete
illust.retion of the type see Cunliffe 197t, fig, 52,175.
Viner 1982b, fig. 66,260 illustrates an ellllmple in bone
from Cireneester. BE 1 10.

5-6. Two IItudll with flllt heads of thin sheet metlll, lee ViTler
1982b, fig. 56,75 (or illustrntion of the type.
Diameters 2511'11l and 30I0OI respectively. BE III 7 and BE X..

1. Fig. In. Brooch, classified by Don MIlekreth as a
Colchester Derivative. His report continues: The spring
is missing and all that survives of what used to hold it
in place is a rearward-facing hook behind the head of the
bow. Only the right wing is enentially complete. It is
very thin and eurvee to seat the spring. At the end is a
burieo:'l bead-row and there are two more between it and the
bow. There ill 1\ groove eceeea the head which separates
the bow from the hook which is decorated with II groove
down eecn aide. The bow is thin when compared with its
depth and is plain IIpllrt from II bead-row ending in a
small circular stamp down the centre of the upper part.
The bottom of the bow, along with most of the
clltch-plate, is millsing. The catch-plate has a trace of
a 9roove along its upper edge lind once had a lIingle large
piercing.

The spring was once mounted in the Polden Hill manner as
the pe re t r er a ahow: an axis bar through ita coils passed
through 1I pierced plate at the end of each wing. The
family to which this brooch belongs, as far as the silllple
form is concerned, runs from the middle Severn VlIlley

7. Tack with small reoneee knob helld; see Viner 1982b, fig.
56,72 for illustrlltion. Surviving length 20mm. BF.)( 23.

8. Wire, length c. llOmlll, circulnr eece ren. both endll
tapering to bluntpoints. BE 11 7.

Object of Iron

9. Flat disc, 60mm diameter nnd £.:. 6mm thiCk. BE 1 7.

Objects of Bone

10. Fig. 141. Counter, the upper surface decorated with
concentriC groovell. BE: 1 10.

11. Fig. 141. Filit plaque of bone, decor8ted with a eer iee of
circle lind dot motifs, surrounding four largor motifll
eecn composed of four incised circll!s. BE: II 7.

12. Conical-headed pin, lurviving length 85mrn, with multiple
collar l\Iouldings. See Viner 1982b, fig. 66,252 for
illUlltration of the type. BE I 10.
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Object of Glllss

13. Fragment of cylindrical g18ss bead, grey-blue in ecrccr r
see Guido 1978, fig. 37,4. BE I 13.

Vessel Glllss

excavation, .!Ind therefore discussion of the eeccre t rve
elements within individu/ll rooms is not possible. The site
records 9ive no indication of colour, or size of frllqrncnts
surviving. Wall plaster W/IS recorded in the following
contexts: BE II 4, 5, 7, 8; BE III 4; lind BE V 14.

Preliminary analysis of eight bags of vessel glasa was
completed by the late Miss Dorothy Charlesworth. The
following is a transcript of her original working notes and
iilentifica tions.

Object of Lead

14. 'Disc' of i eee . The object ne e disintegrated totally, and
no further information can be gleaned. BE X 19.

Objects of Stone

15. Whetstone. Object not available for study. BE I 1.

16. vcuaao i r , Object not available for study. BE II +

Wall Plaster

BE I 6 Unidentifiable, colourless, with faint cut lines,
iridescence and strain cracking. 4th or early 5th century.
BE x 23 Bottle rim and neck fragment, A.D. 60-130.
BE I 13 Unidentifiable, possibly post-Roman. Could be same
vessel as BE I 6.
BE I 4 Unidentifiable, colourless with cut line, lst-3rd
century.
BE I 10 'Sack' bottles, 17-18th century.
BE I 10 Facet cut beaker, facets diamond-shaped, late lilt-2nd
century.
BE I 10 Angle fragment of square bottle, A.D. 60-130.
BE II 7 Lower sticking part of fh.gon handle, A.D. 70-150;
lind green rim fraqrnent of late Roman de t e .

Janet Keely

Hand-made with
possibly Fabric
Fabric 137 from

BE II i • BE VII 6. Fllbric unidentified
vertical burniSh on neck. Grog-tempered;
24 IRigby 1982a, 156, first century) or
Purton, Wil t s ,

3.

2. BE I 1. Pabric unidentified. Hand-made . ccer ee sllndy
fabric with angular temperin9 including 'glassy grllins·.
Possibly Malvernilln or ?511XOn.

by

There were no useful group8 of pottery that could be
illustrated from the Ashcroft Rouse site lind only those types
lind fabrics not published elsewhere from Cirencester were
selected for illustration (fig. 142). These inCluded fIIbrics
unique to the site to date lind therefore these have not been
given individual fabric numbers. There W1l8 no dating
evidence.

The Pottery

1. BE II 4. Fabric unidentified. Grog-tempered grey ware,
either Fllbric 6 (Rigby 198211, 153) or Fllbric 131. Cordon
neck base.

Mortar liS a constructional mlltcrilll in walls and floors was
cOll1lllOn on the site. Of pllrticular note was a section of
quarter-round moulding along the northern half of the edge of
mosaic 1 (BE II 9), following the junction between the wllil
and floor.

thefollowi n9keptplaster were notwallFragments
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141. Objects of copper alloy, nos. 1-3; and bone, nos. 10-11 (scale 1:1)
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142. Pottery, nos. 1-3 (scale 1:4)


